Trading Software Review by

VantagePoint

Intermarket Analysis Software
(version 8.7)
Intermarket Analysis Software utilizing leading, not lagging, indicators

Overview
Today’s market world is inter-connected more than ever. Markets aﬀect markets to
such a degree that successful market players utilize the best intermarket analysis
tools. In 1991, Market Technologies launched the first version of VantagePoint
Intermarket Analysis Software. VantagePoint quickly changed the trading and
investing landscape with its leading indicators and its proprietary Predicted Neural
Index (PIndex). Since its first release, VantagePoint has provided an edge for traders
and investors with every version. Version 8.7 follows the standard set by all of the
previous versions – sharpen the necessary edge with useful and helpful features.
Neural networks are the heart of VantagePoint and every version has kept pace with
the latest improvements in artificial intelligence (AI). This newest version has the most
updated and reliable neural networks available. The highly sophisticated set of
algorithms behind the neural networks create an intuitive outcome, a trend
prediction for a market based on input from over 25 diﬀerent but related markets.
Independent tests conducted on data between 2007 and 2012 demonstrated
VantagePoint’s PIndex predictive success in a variety of categories.
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The purpose of this accuracy analysis was to pick a different time frame than what Market
Technologies tested to demonstrate whether or not the accuracy is consistent over multiple time
frames and multiple years. Accuracy and statistics were computed and verified by a seasoned trader
and PhD in Mathematics. The time frame and markets were chosen by the independent researcher.
A mixture of stocks, futures and forex markets were selected to test accuracy across all areas.
The results were impressive.

Company: Market Technologies, LLC
Phone: 813-973-0496
Web: www.tradertech.com
Product: VantagePoint Intermarket
Analysis Software

Founded in 1979 by Louis B. Mendelsohn,
the prominent technical analyst and
trading software pioneer, Market
Technologies Corporation was the first
trading software developer in the financial
industry to provide strategy back testing
capabilities in trading software for
personal computers with its introduction
of ProfitTaker Futures Trading software in
1983. The result was the emergence of a
multi-million dollar trading software
industry based upon Mr. Mendelsohn’s
trading software and technical analysis
concepts.

Intermarket Analysis Software (version 8.7)
Version 8.7 brings with it the same great predictive
capabilities, as well as all of the great features found in
version 8.6. Here are just a few.
VantagePoint delivers predictions for over 1300 markets in
nine categories – Futures, Commodities, Forex, ETFs, US Stocks,
Canadian Stocks, Canadian Funds, Indian Stocks (certain
restrictions exist), and the Australian Exchange.
The stocks category includes 12 major sectors of each stock
market in the US, Canada, Australia, India, and the UK.

The forex category includes the eight major currency pairs and
13 important cross-pairs.
An increased number of ETFs in seven categories – commodity,
currency, international, short, and ultra-short, Canada, UK, and
US funds.
VantagePoint keeps the best of previous versions and adds more
benefit to each new version, as over 10,000 customers in 115
countries demand it. Version 8.7 is the latest improvement to
satisfy that demand. Here are some of the new features.

New Features in VantagePoint 8.7
Selected new intermarkets for all markets based on
recent market conditions
Trained neural nets for all markets and all predictions
using the new intermarkets
Updated market names and symbols for consistency
with current market conditions
Added new TSX Venture 50 stocks
Added Rio Tinto ASX to Diversified Resources
(Australia Stocks)

Along with version 8.7 is a new data provider for
VantagePoint. TradersOnly.com is now the preferred market
data provider for VantagePoint Intermarket Analysis
Software. TradersOnly.com provides historical and end-of-day
market data for over 70,000 traders, investors, and
money-management professionals around the world, providing
market data for:

Added four Forex markets:
British Pound / Australian Dollar (GBP/AUD)
added to Cross Pairs
South African Rand / U.S. Dollar (ZAR/USD)
added to Major Pairs
U.S. Dollar / Brazilian Real (USD/BRL)
added to Major Pairs
U.S. Dollar/ Israeli Shekel (USD/ILS)
added to Major Pairs

Now compatible with Windows 8

Over 6oo US and international stocks and ETFs, including
Australia, Canada, the UK, and India
End-of-day futures and cash price data for the currency,
energies, grains, indices, interest rates, meats, metals, and
softs markets
End-of-day prices for all major and cross currency pairs.

Every version of VantagePoint is faster, more reliable, more eﬃcient, sleeker, easier to use, and it oﬀers more features.
One area VantagePoint cannot seem to improve on, though, is its customer service. It has been and still is top flight. Not
only is your introduction to VantagePoint thorough and your questions answered completely, you also have access to free
educational products, such as in-depth articles from successful VantagePoint traders about how to use VantagePoint,
tutorial videos explaining successful VantagePoint strategies, e-books from users, webinars, and forums for discussing the
ins and outs of VantagePoint. In short, Market Technologies wants you to succeed, and it has provided VantagePoint
software and support to get you there.

